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Abstract

Model projections of permafrost thaw during the next century diverge widely.
Here we used ecosys to examine how climate change will affect permafrost 
thaw in a polygonal tundra at Barrow AK. The model was tested against 
diurnal and seasonal variation in energy exchange, soil heat flux, soil 
temperature (Ts), and active layer depth (ALD) measured during 2014 and 
2015, and interannual variation in ALD measured from 1991 to 2015. During 
RCP 8.5 climate change from 2015 to 2085, increases in Ta and precipitation 
(P) to 6.2 °C and 27% above current values, and in atmospheric CO2 
concentrations (Ca) to763 μmol mol−1, altered energy exchange by increasing
leaf area index of dominant sedge relative to that of moss. Increased Ca and 
sedge leaf area index imposed greater stomatal control of transpiration and 
reduced soil heat fluxes, slowing soil warming, limiting increases in 
evapotranspiration, and thereby causing gradual soil wetting. Consequently, 
increases in surface Ts and ALD of 2.4–4.7 °C and 21–24 cm above current 
values were modeled after 70 years. ALD increase was slowed if model 
boundary conditions were altered to improve landscape drainage. These 
rates were smaller than those of earlier modeling studies, some of which did 
not account for changes in vegetation, but are closer to those derived from 
current studies of warming impacts in the region. Therefore, accounting for 
climate change effects on vegetation density and composition, and 
consequent effects on surface energy budgets, will cause slower increases in
Ts and ALD to be modeled during climate change simulations.

1 Introduction

There is currently much uncertainty about whether terrestrial landscapes in 
permafrost regions will become wetter or drier as climate change progresses
(Schuur et al., 2015). Changes in Arctic soil water contents (θ) will be 
determined by changes in several interacting processes, including 
precipitation (P) versus evapotranspiration (ET), surface and subsurface 
hydrology (e.g., topographic effects on water transport, and permafrost 
effects on drainage), and soil warming.

Changes in θ may be determined by surface hydrology partly through 
changes in P versus ET. P in Arctic regions is generally expected to increase 
with climate change (Bintanja & Selten, 2014). However, ET in permafrost‐



affected wetlands may be subject to various constraints that limit their 
response to warming, including increased ground heat flux (G) versus latent 
heat flux (LE) and increased moss surface resistance under high vapor 
pressure deficits (D; Liljedahl et al., 2011). These controls may therefore 
favor wetting in poorly drained landscapes.

Changes in θ may also be determined by surface hydrology partly through 
topographic effects on snow and water movement. Lower landscape features
(e.g., troughs, low centers) retain deeper snowpacks and more near‐surface 
soil water than do higher features (e.g., rims, high centers), and so may wet 
more as climate change progresses. Wetter soil has greater thermal 
conductivity and therefore ALD which may consequently increase with 
further soil wetting under climate change (Grant, Mekonnen, Riley, 
Wainwright, et al., 2017).

Changes in θ may also be determined by subsurface hydrology through 
changes in drainage caused by increasing active layer depths (ALD). Leffler 
et al. (2016) observed that artificial warming of an upland tussock tundra 
caused declines in θ from increased drainage with greater ALD. Some 
modeling studies have indicated that drainage of permafrost meltwater may 
cause upland Arctic landscapes with greater ALD to become drier (Avis et al.,
2011). Lawrence et al. (2015) projected large‐scale permafrost thaw and 
consequent soil drying due to increased drainage under an RCP 8.5 
greenhouse gas emissions scenario. However, if drainage of permafrost 
meltwater is inhibited, poorly drained landscapes with smaller ALD may 
become wetter with increased P (Avis et al., 2011).

Changes in θ will also be affected by changes in soil temperatures (Ts) and 
ALD from changes in ground exposure to radiation caused by changes in 
vegetation density and composition. Current climate warming has been 
shown to increase density and alter composition of tundra vegetation (e.g., 
Elmendorf et al., 2012), and increased vegetation density has been shown to
slow increases in Ts and ALD with warming (D. A. Walker et al., 2003). 
However, vegetation effects on ALD and consequently on soil wetting and 
warming during climate change remain largely unexamined.

The complexities of hydrological and vegetative effects on ALD cause 
uncertainties in ALD projections with climate change. In a model calibration, 
Harp et al. (2016) simulated an increase in ALD of a peatland at the Barrow 
Experimental Observatory (BEO) from approximately 0.3 m in 2006 to nearly 
0.9 m in 2100 under the RCP8.5 emission scenario in which vegetative 
processes were not represented. In a pan‐Arctic study, Koven et al. (2011) 
modeled increases in ALD from 0.4 m in 1990–2000 to greater than 1 m in 
2090–2100 in coastal northern Alaska where the BEO is located. However, 
the effects of surface topography and of changes in hydrology and 
vegetation on ALD during climate change need to be more explicitly 
represented in models used in these projections.



Changes in Ts, θ, and ALD will strongly affect changes in CO2 and CH4 
exchange in Arctic landscapes as climate change progresses. Soil warming is
expected to hasten decomposition of permafrost C and thereby release of 
CO2 and CH4 to the atmosphere which would hasten climate change (Schuur 
et al., 2015). It is therefore important that changes in Ts, θ, and ALD be 
accurately projected under specified climate change scenarios. In an earlier 
modeling study (Grant, Mekonnen, Riley, Wainwright, et al., 2017) we 
modeled topographic effects on changes in θ and ALD at BEO as affected by 
interannual variation in air temperature (Ta) and P under current climate 
(1981–2015). In a companion study (Grant, Mekonnen, Riley, Arora, et al., 
2017) we modeled the effects of these changes in θ and ALD on CO2 and CH4

exchange at BEO. In both studies, model results were tested against field 
data recorded at BEO in the Next Generation Ecosystem Experiment‐Arctic.

Building on these earlier studies, in this paper we present model projections 
from 2016 to 2085 under a RCP8.5 emission scenario of changes in Ts, θ, and
ALD (this paper), and thereby in CO2 and CH4 exchanges (companion paper) 
in an Arctic polygonal landscape at BEO. We hypothesize that effects on Ts, 
θ, and ALD will be determined by evolving interactions among Ta, P, 
hydrology, and vegetation as climate change progresses:

1. Increasing Ta will reduce effluxes of sensible heat from canopy and 
ground surfaces to the atmosphere, causing them to warm relative to 
current climate. However, canopy warming will increase vegetative 
growth and leaf area index (LAI) which will reduce net radiation (Rn) at 
the ground surface, slowing soil warming.

2. P will increase more than ET, which will be constrained by increasing 
surface resistances caused by changes in composition and density of 
vegetation, causing soil wetting in poorly drained polygonal tundra.

3. Soil warming in (1) and wetting in (2) will cause increases in ALD that 
will differ between higher features with better drainage and lower 
features with poorer drainage within polygonal tundra landscapes.

4. Soil wetting in (2) and increases in ALD in (3) will be reduced if 
changes in hydrology external to the polygonal tundra increase 
drainage of meltwater from permafrost thawing as climate change 
progresses.

2 Model Description

Ecosys is an hourly time step model with multiple canopy and soil layers that
provide a framework for multispecific plant and microbial populations to 
acquire, transform, and exchange resources (energy, water, C, N, and P). The
model is constructed from algorithms representing basic physical, chemical, 
and biological processes that determine process rates in plant and microbial 
populations interacting within complex biomes. These algorithms interact to 
simulate complex ecosystem behavior across a wide range of spatial scales 
from square meter to continental. The model is designed to represent 



terrestrial ecosystems under a range of natural and anthropogenic 
disturbances and environmental changes at patch (spatially homogenous 
one‐dimensional) and landscape (spatially variable two‐ or three‐
dimensional) scales.

Key model equations and their parameterizations used to test the 
hypotheses in this study are described in supplements S1 through S8 in the 
supporting information to this article and summarized in Table 1. These 
equations are cited with regard to key model processes in section 5 below; 
reference to these equations in the supporting information is intended to 
provide insight into model behavior, but is not required to understand model 
results. Of particular relevance to this study are equations in S4: Soil Water, 
Heat, Gas and Solute Fluxes that represent physical processes governing the
exchange of heat, water, and gases between ecosystem surfaces through 
first order closures of energy balances at canopy, snowpack, litter, and soil 
surfaces [B1, D11], fully coupled with convective‐diffusive transport of heat, 
water, snow, gases, and solutes according to thermal [D12], hydraulic [D9], 
gaseous [D17], and aqueous [D20] conductivties in vertical and lateral 
directions through snowpacks, surface litter, and soil in topographically 
variable landscapes. These coupled processes drive transformations of heat 
and water through freezing and thawing in snowpacks, surface litter, and soil
by solving the general heat flux equation [D13] required to examine 
hypotheses (1), (3), and (4) above. Algorithms in S2: Soil‐Plant Water 
Relations represent physical processes driving soil‐plant‐atmosphere water 
transfer using coupled algorithms for hydraulically driven root water uptake 
[B6] with energy‐driven canopy transpiration [B1]. These algorithms are fully
coupled with those for plant CO2 fixation and growth by diverse plant 
functional types (PFT) competing for common resources of irradiance and 
nutrients in S3: Gross Primary Productivity, Autotrophic Respiration, Growth 
and Litterfall through canopy water potential and stomatal conductance [C4] 
required to test hypothesis (2) and its implications for hypotheses (3) and (4)
above. CO2 fixation and nutrient uptake by each PFT are driven by vertical 
profiles of leaf area and root length modeled prognostically from biometric 
conversions of nonstructural C, N, and P assimilated by leaves and roots 
within common canopy and soil layers [C21a–c]. All parameters in these 
algorithms are unchanged from those the earlier studies at BEO (Grant, 
Mekonnen, Riley, Wainwright, et al., 2017; Grant, Mekonnen, Riley, Arora, et 
al., 2017).



3 Site Description

The BEO is located ~6 km east of Barrow, AK (71.3°N, 156.5°W), at the 
northern tip of Alaska's Arctic coastal plain. Barrow has a maritime climate 
characterized by long, dry winters and short, moist, cool summers, with a 
mean annual air temperature (MATa) of −12 °C and mean annual P of 106 
mm. Continuous ice‐rich permafrost extends to >400 m depth, overlain by a 
shallow active layer whose depth varies spatially and interannually from 
approximately 20 to 60 cm. The BEO is more fully described in Dafflon et al. 
(2016, 2017), Vaughn et al. (2016), and Wainwright et al. (2015).

4 Model Experiment

4.1 Model Spinup

4.1.1 Model Initialization

We defined the ecosys computational domains from the polygon 
classification scheme of Wainwright et al. (2015), in which polygons of 5–20 
m at BEO were resolved into different types based on surface elevations. The
low‐centered polygonal (LCP) landform was represented as a center 6 m in 
width and length, surrounded by a rim 1 m in width and 0.2 m in height 
above the center, which was surrounded in turn by a trough 1 m in width and
0.2 m in depth below the rim. Each feature was represented by a number of 
interconnected grid cells (Figure 1a). The trough and the center were 
connected through a 1 m breach in the rim, based on the observation of 
Dafflon et al. (2017) that LCP ridges are variable in height. The flat‐centered 
polygonal (FCP) landform was represented by features with the same 
dimensions, but the center was level with the rim (Figure 1b). The landform 
surfaces were thus 36% centers, 28% rims, and 36% troughs, similar to 
those derived from a high‐resolution digital elevation model by Kumar et al. 
(2016). Other landforms such as high‐centered polygons were not 
represented at this stage of model testing, based on the findings of 
Wainwright et al. (2015) that 47% of the BEO landscape is occupied by FCPs, 
and most of the remainder by LCPs.



Barrow soil types are generally classified as Gelisols, with an organic‐rich soil
layer underlain by a cryoturbated mineral soil (silty clay to silty loam‐
textured) layer and a frozen organic‐rich mineral layer. Soil profiles 
representing the key properties of the centers, rims, and troughs used in 
ecosys (Table 2 of Grant, Mekonnen, Riley, Wainwright, et al., 2017) were 
assigned to each grid cell within each feature (Figure 1). Measurements of 



these properties indicated greater variation within than among features with 
no consistent topographic effects on soil horizonation (Kumar et al., 2016). 
Therefore, soil properties in each feature were assumed to be the same at 
any depth relative to its surface so that differences in modeled hydrological 
and thermal conditions among features could be attributed solely to 
microtopographic effects.

4.1.2 Model Boundary Conditions

Surface boundary conditions were set to allow overland flow of excess 
surface water from troughs at the northern and southern boundaries of the 
modeled polygons. Snow movement across external surface boundaries was 
not modeled. Overland movement of water and snow among features within 
each landform was modeled from higher to lower topographic positions. 
Subsurface boundary conditions were set to allow lateral discharge and 
recharge of water driven by elevation differences between water tables in 
the troughs and an external water table set to a depth of 0.025 m below and 
a distance of 2.5 m from the trough surfaces at the northern and southern 
boundaries of the modeled polygons [D10] (Figure 1; Grant, Mekonnen, 
Riley, Arora, et al., 2017). This placement of the external water table near 
the troughs was suggested by observations that troughs often serve as 
pathways for water movement through polygonal landscapes (Liljedahl et al.,
2012; Woo & Guan, 2006). The water table depth (WTD) in each grid cell was
that at which the difference between P and ET from the surface energy 
balance within each grid cell equilibrated with the difference between 
discharge to and recharge from adjacent grid cells [D7]. An upward 
geothermal flux of 57 mW/m2 was maintained across the lower boundary 
(Sclater et al., 1980).

Each grid cell in the LCP and FCP was initialized with the same populations of
sedge (200 plants per square meter) and moss (104 plants per square meter)
and soil porosity fully occupied by ice on 1 January in the model year 1980. 
Both model polygons were run from 1980 to 2015 using gap‐filled ½‐hourly 
meteorological data (shortwave and longwave radiation, air temperature, 
relative humidity, windspeed, and P) from 1 January 1981 to 15 June 2013 
derived by Xu and Yuan (2016) from the Barrow, AK, station of NOAA/Earth 
System Laboratory, Global Monitoring Division 
(http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/obop/brw/), and NOAA's National Climate 
Data Center, and from 16 June 2013 to 31 December 2015 using 1‐hourly 
meteorological data recorded at BEO by Hinzman et al. (2016). Atmospheric 
NH3 concentration driving dry N deposition [D15] was set to 0.5 nmol mol−1 
(Wentworth et al., 2016) and P NH4

+ and NO3
− concentrations driving wet 

deposition were both set to 0.1 g N m−3 based on N deposition maps from 
the National Atmospheric Deposition Program. Results from these runs were 
presented in Grant, Mekonnen, Riley, Wainwright, et al. (2017) and Grant, 
Mekonnen, Riley, Arora, et al. (2017).

4.2 Model Runs



The model spinup described in section 4.1 was extended through two 
additional 35‐year cycles from model dates 1 January 2016 to 31 December 
2085. These extended runs were conducted under the following 
meteorological boundary conditions to attribute climate change effects on 
ALD to increases in Ta, Ca, P, and drainage in polygonal tundra:

1. Baseline. Meteorological data in both cycles remained unchanged from
those recorded from 1981 to 2015 (section 4.1) and atmospheric CO2 
concentration (Ca) was maintained at its 2015 value to ascertain that 
model results remained stable for the 70‐year duration of the run. 
Stability would be achieved if results during the second 35‐year cycle 
remained the same as those during the first.

2. +Ta. Values of Ta in (1) were incremented hourly by the increases in 
maximum and minimum Ta derived under a RCP 8.5 emission scenario 
downscaled and averaged across 15 CMIP5 models for the grid cell in 
which BEO is located (Table 2). Relative humidity in (1) was assumed 
to remain constant, so that atmospheric vapor pressures (ea) rose with 
Ta.

3. +Ta + Ca. Meteorological data in (2) were used with Ca incremented 
hourly by the increases expected under a RCP 8.5 emission scenario 
(Table 2).

4. +Ta + Ca + P (full climate change). Meteorological data and Ca in (3) 
were incremented hourly by the increases in P derived under a RCP 8.5
emission scenario (Table 2).

5. +Ta + Ca + P + 1. (4) was rerun with the depth of the external water 
table (section 4.1) lowered by 1 cm after every 10 years to project 
climate change effects on soil wetting and ALD under gradual 
increases in drainage of polygonal tundra.

6. +Ta + Ca + P + 2. (4) was rerun with the depth of the external water 
table (section 4.1) lowered by 2 cm after every 10 years to project 
climate change effects on soil wetting and ALD under more rapid 
increases in drainage of polygonal tundra.



In all runs with +Ta, acclimation was modeled by gradually shifting the 
Arrhenius functions used to simulate the temperature sensitivities of all 
biological processes contributing to GPP [C10a–e], Ra [C22a,b], and Rh [A6, 
A19] to the right by 0.3 °C for each 1 °C of warming as described in an 
earlier modeling study (Figure 1 in Grant, 2015).

4.3 Model Tests

4.3.1 Artificial Soil Heating Experiment

The sensitivity of modeled θ to soil warming was investigated by simulating 
an artificial soil heating experiment conducted at BEO in which a 1.4 amp 
heating rod was installed vertically to a depth of 50 cm within a 30‐cm 
diameter PVC collar installed to a depth of 35 cm in a center of a high‐
centered polygon. Power through the heating rod was adjusted to maintain 
Ts averaged from 10 to 35 cm depth at 4 °C above those in a control plot 
from June to October in 2015. This experiment was simulated by running 
ecosys during 2015 of the FCP spinup run with energy added each hour to all
soil layers in the upper 50 cm of a center grid cell to maintain a 4 °C increase
in Ts from 1 June to 31 October relative to those of the same grid cell in a 
control run (Figure 1; Table 2 in Grant, Mekonnen, Riley, Wainwright, et al., 
2017). Lateral movements of heat and water between the heated and 
adjacent grid cells were disabled to the depth of the PVC collars (35 cm).

4.3.2 Next Generation Ecosystem Experiment‐Arctic

Results from the baseline run for energy fluxes and Ts in 2084 and 2085 
modeled under 2014 and 2015 weather were tested with energy fluxes and 
Ts measured at the BEO by Dengel et al. (2017) and Romanovsky and Cable 
(2017). Testing was conducted by evaluating intercepts (a), slopes (b), 
correlations (R2), and root‐mean‐square for differences (RMSD) from 
regressions of measured on modeled values, representing variation in 
measured values not explained by the model. A successful test was indicated
by values of a near zero, b near one (1.1 > b > 0.9), R2 greater than that at 
p = 0.001, and RMSD similar to variation in measured values caused by 
measurement uncertainty, indicating limited opportunity for improving 
agreement between modeled and measured values. Values of ALD modeled 
in rims and troughs during 2084 of the baseline run under 2014 weather 
were compared with values measured in 2014 by Peterson (2017).

5 Results

5.1 Effects of Artificial Soil Heating on Soil Water Content

Values of Ts modeled at 10 cm in the unheated control grid cell at the FCP 
center were highly correlated with those measured in centers of high‐
centered polygons at BEO during 2015 (Table 3), although measurements 
were taken at a slightly higher elevation. Modeled Ts rose above 0 °C earlier 
in spring than did measured Ts, and modeled θ rose above frozen values 
earlier than did measured θ (Figures 2b and 2c), indicating earlier spring 



thawing in the model caused by a slight underestimation of snow 
accumulation and hence earlier snowmelt modeled in FCP centers (Figure 7 
in Grant, Mekonnen, Riley, Wainwright, et al., 2017). Measurement of model 
inputs for P as snowfall is a key source of uncertainty in modeling Arctic 
hydrology. Declines in Ts and θ modeled during autumn were similar to those
measured, indicating that autumn freezing was accurately modeled. Both 
measured and modeled θ remained below saturated values (0.73 in Grant, 
Mekonnen, Riley, Wainwright, et al., 2017) due to the 0.225 m elevation of 
the FCP center grid cell above the water table (Figure 1b).



Energy added to soil layers in the upper 50 cm of the warmed grid cell 
maintained a stable increase in Ts of 4 °C from that modeled in the control 
grid cell (Figure 2b). This increase drove soil drying which caused θ to 
decline below that modeled in the control grid cell (Figure 2c). This drying 
was modeled because the added energy reduced G influxes and increased H 
and LE effluxes (e.g., during early July in Figure 3). These changes in energy 
balance caused ET modeled from 1 June to 31 October in the warmed grid 
cell to be 53% greater than that in the control. Plant transpiration modeled 
during this period was only slightly increased by warming, so that almost all 
soil drying (Figure 2c) was attributed to increased evaporation.



5.2 Model Results From Baseline Run

5.2.1 Energy Exchange and Soil Temperature

The baseline run from 2016 to 2085 consisted of two repeating 35‐year 
weather sequences (2016–2050 and 2051–2085) of 1981–2015 weather 
following spinup from 1981 to 2015 (section 4.2). During the final year of the
second sequence in 2085 with 2015 weather, modeled energy fluxes were 
spatially aggregated over all grid cells in the LCP and FCP and compared with
EC measurements during a transition from warm to cool weather under 
stable radiation in early July (Figure 4a). Higher Ta (day of year 185–186 in 
Figure 4a) caused increases in LE and G, and commensurate decreases in H 
relative to those under lower Ta (day of year 188–191; Figure 4b).



Spatially aggregated energy fluxes modeled from all grid cells in the LCP and
FCP during 2084 and 2085 of the baseline run with 2014 and 2015 weather 
were regressed on EC measurements during 2014 and 2015. These 
regressions indicated that modeled LE was slightly underestimated in 2014 
(b > 1) and overestimated in 2015 (b < 1; Table 4). However, modeled H and
G were overestimated in both years (b < 1; e.g., Figure 4b). To some extent, 
model overestimates of aerodynamic fluxes H and LE were expected due to 
incomplete energy balance closure in EC measurements, while comparisons 
of modeled versus measured G may be affected by the measurement depth 
which can cause measured G to be underestimated (Gentine et al., 2012). 
Values of RMSD for variation in measured values not explained by the model 
were in most cases about twice those of root‐mean‐square error for variation
in measured values caused by measurement uncertainty, indicating limited 
opportunity to improve agreement between modeled and measured values.



5.2.2 Active Layer Depth

The seasonal development of the active layer modeled in the baseline run 
during 2084 with 2014 weather was compared with that measured during 
2014 in centers of the LCP and FCP (Figure 5). In the model, G [D11] (e.g., 
Figure 4b) drove vertical and horizontal soil heat transfers [D12] that in turn 
drove soil freezing and thawing [D13], and hence active layer development. 
Modeled thawing allowed ALD to follow values measured in centers of LCP 
(Figure 5a) and FCP (Figure 5c). Both modeled and measured ALD reached 
greater maximum values in the lower LCP center (39 and 39 cm) than in the 
higher FCP center (35 and 34 cm) because wetter soils in lower features had 
greater thermal conductivity [D12d] and hence thawed more rapidly (Grant, 
Mekonnen, Riley, Wainwright, et al., 2017). Differences in ALD modeled with 
surface elevation were smaller in 2014 than in earlier years because of 
greater antecedent P and hence greater θ in higher features.



Values of ALD modeled during the second sequence of the baseline run 
(2051–2085) closely followed those during the first (2016–2050) for all 
features of the LCP and FCP (b = 0.98–1.00, R2 = 0.96–0.99; Figures 6b and 
6c), indicating that hydrology in the model remained in equilibrium for the 70
year duration of the run following the initial spinup from 1981 to 2015. ALD 
modeled in lower landform features (troughs, LCP centers) maintained close 
agreement with ALD measured in the Circumpolar Active Layer Monitoring 
program (https://www2.gwu.edu/~calm/data/north.html accessed 27 April 
2017) and in site studies. ALD modeled in higher features (rims, FCP centers)
were shallower, but similar to or greater than minimum ALDs of 0.17 m 
averaged from 1995 to 2009 in polygonal tundra at Barrow by Shiklomanov 
et al. (2010). During both sequences, modeled and measured ALD increased 
with MATa and annual P, as described in an earlier modeling study at BEO 
(Grant, Mekonnen, Riley, Wainwright, et al., 2017). Some of the measured 



increase may have been offset by surface subsidence which is not yet 
simulated in ecosys. However, subsidence would not directly affect the soil 
mass within the active layer, which would increase with deepening of the 
permafrost surface.

5.3 Effects of Climate Change on Ecosystem Hydrology

5.3.1 Energy Exchange

The effects of climate change on ecosystem energy exchange and 
temperatures were examined by comparing results during the transition 
from warm to cool weather in early July of 2085 in the baseline run with 2015
weather (Figure 4) with those during the same period after 70 years of +Ta +
Ca + P (Table 2 and Figure 7a). Fluxes of Rn, LE, H, and G modeled with +Ta +
Ca + P were all reduced slightly from those in the baseline run (Figure 7b) in 
spite of an increase in Ta of ca. 4 °C (Figure 7a). However, responses of 
energy fluxes to short‐term changes in Ta modeled with +Ta + Ca + P 
remained similar to those modeled in the baseline run, indicating that 



changes in energy fluxes with Ta differed between short‐term changes in 
weather and long‐term changes in climate.

Reductions in energy fluxes modeled with +Ta + Ca + P were caused by 
increases in density and changes in composition of vegetation. Sedge LAI in 
the model increased with climate change, particularly in higher features (LCP
rims and FCP rims and centers in Table 5), as described in the accompanying
paper (Grant et al., 2019). Because sedge in the model was taller than moss,
greater sedge LAI caused increases in sedge Rn. However, these increases 
were offset by larger decreases in moss and ground Rn from increased 
shading by sedge (Figure 8a), so that total Rn declined slightly (Figure 7b). 
Increases in sedge Rn drove only small increases in sedge LE effluxes 
because sedge rc rose with Ca [C5], and consequently drove larger increases 
in H effluxes (Figures 8b and 8c). However, these increases were offset by 
decreases in LE and H effluxes from moss and the ground surface, so that 
ecosystem LE and H also declined slightly (Figure 7b). Increases in sedge Rn, 
LE, and H caused increases in sedge canopy temperatures (Tc; Figure 8e) 
that were similar to those in Ta (Figure 7a). However, decreases in Rn at the 



ground surface were only partially offset by decreases in LE effluxes (Figure 
8b) and by increases in H influxes (advection; Figure 8c), causing smaller 
gains in G (Figure 8d) and hence smaller rises in Ts with Ta relative to those 
in the baseline run (Figure 8e). Therefore, increased shading caused Ts in the
model to rise more slowly with +Ta + Ca + P than did Ta.



5.3.2 Active Layer Depth

Gains in G modeled with increased H from advection at the ground surface 
during spring under +Ta + Ca + P increased vertical and horizontal soil heat 
transfers [D12] that slowed freezing and hastened thawing [D13]. These 
increases extended the duration and depth of the ice‐free soil zone (e.g., 
Figures 5b and 5d vs Figures 5a and 5c) and hence gradually increased ALD 
of all landform features (Figures 9b and 9c) from those in the baseline run 
(Figures 6b and 6c). However, these increases were greater in features with 
higher elevation than in those with lower, causing a gradual convergence of 
ALD among features as climate change progressed. Average rates of ALD 
increase with +Ta + Ca + P, calculated from spatially averaged differences 
with the baseline run for all features, were 3.1 and 3.4 cm per decade in the 



LCP and FCP, respectively. In lower features, most of these increases were 
attributed to warmer soils from rising Ta (Figure 10a) but in higher features, 
increasing fractions of these increases were attributed to wetter soil from 
rising P, particularly in drier years, as climate change progressed (Figure 
10b).



Drainage into permafrost was prevented by ice and bound water which 
occupied the entire soil porosity in the modeled permafrost zone (e.g., Figure
5), so that water tables were modeled within the active layer above the 
permafrost table of each feature. Constraints on ET modeled with +Ta + Ca +
P (Figure 7b and Figure 8b) caused these water tables to rise above those in 
the baseline run with increasing P as climate change progressed (Table 2). 
Thus, WTDs modeled in 2085 of both the baseline and the +Ta + Ca + P runs 
increased with low P before mid‐July (Figure 11a), but WTDs in the +Ta + Ca 
+ P run declined more rapidly from increased P thereafter (Figures 11b–11d).
Consequent increases in θ of surface litter and surface soil raised thermal 
conductivity and hence G (Grant, Mekonnen, Riley, Wainwright, et al., 2017), 
contributing to small increases in ALD with +Ta + Ca + P (Figure 9).



Lowering the external water table by 1 or 2 cm per decade during the +Ta + 
Ca + P runs hastened discharge and slowed recharge through the northern 
and southern boundaries of the modeled LCP and FCP (Figure 1). Hence, 
WTDs modeled in 2085 with +Ta + Ca + P + 1 and +Ta + Ca + P + 2 were 
greater than those with +Ta + Ca + P (Figure 11). Consequent decreases in θ 
of surface litter and surface soil lowered thermal conductivity and hence G 
(Grant, Mekonnen, Riley, Wainwright, et al., 2017), so that ALD increased 
more slowly from increased drainage with +Ta + Ca + P + 1 and + Ta + Ca + 
P + 2 than with +Ta + Ca + P (Figure 12).



6 Discussion

6.1 Soil Water Balance and Climate Change

Shallower water tables modeled with +Ta + Ca + P than in the baseline run 
(Figure 11) were attributed to increases in P (Table 2) that were not offset by
increases in ET (Figure 7b). Modeled ET did not rise with +Ta + Ca + P (Figure
7) because

1. Increased sedge LAI (Table 5) caused more Rn to be absorbed by 
vascular sedge and less by nonvascular moss and ground surfaces 
(Figure 8a). Hence, a greater fraction of LE driven by Rn [B1a] was 
limited by stomatal resistance (rc) of sedge [B1c] which increased 
under rising Ca thereby improving water use efficiency [C5] (Grant et 
al., 2004). A correspondingly smaller fraction of LE was not limited by 
rc, but was limited by increased overstory boundary layer resistance 



(ra) from greater sedge LAI over moss and ground surfaces. In the 
baseline run, the fraction of ET modeled from moss and ground 
surfaces was 70–75% of total ET (e.g., Figure 8b), consistent with an 
observation by Liljedahl et al. (2011) that 55% to 85% of ET in arctic 
coastal wetlands is evaporation from moss and open water. Any 
reduction in this ET from increased shading by overstory PFTs would 
likely reduce ecosystem ET.

The limited response of modeled ET to long‐term +Ta + Ca + P contrasted 
with the much greater response of modeled ET to short‐term increases in Ts 
(Figure 3) and Ta (Figure 4b) during which no change in vegetation density or
composition was modeled. Increases in ET with Ts from soil heating were 
driven by increases of (1) vapor pressures (eso) [D6a,b], (2) gaseous 
diffusivity [D17], (3) boundary layer conductance with warmer ground 
surface [B3a], and (4) thawed soil volume [D13] which combined to increase 
eso gradients and therefore the vapor fluxes [D6, D17]. Increases in ET 
modeled with Ta from air warming were almost entirely attributed to 
increases in canopy transpiration from increases in canopy vapor pressures 
(ec) with Tc [B1c], and from lower canopy stomatal resistance (rc) of the 
vascular PFT with more rapid CO2 fixation [B2a]. The contrasting responses 
of ET to short‐term soil heating (Figure 3) and air warming (Figure 4) and to 
long‐term climate warming (Figure 7) indicate that the impacts on soil 
hydrology of long‐term climate change will likely differ from those of short‐
term soil heating and air warming experiments.

2. Less absorption of Rn at the ground surface during growing seasons, 
combined with less insulation by briefer snowpacks during winters 
(indicated by the extended ice‐free periods in Figures 5b and 5d), 
reduced gains in G (e.g., Figure 8d) and hence slowed increases of Ts 
relative to Ta (e.g., Figure 8e). Mean annual near‐surface (2 cm) Ts 
(MATs) modeled with +Ta + Ca + P increased by 2.4–3.2 °C in lower 
features and by 2.9–4.7 °C in higher features after 70 years, less than 
the increase in mean MATa of 6.2 °C (Table 2). The modeled increases 
in MATs relative to those in MATa were similar to an increase in ground 
surface temperature of 0.44 ± 0.05 °C per decade with an increase in 
MATa of 1.0 ± 0.8 °C per decade recorded in NW Alaska from 1996 to 
2005 by Batir et al. (2017). The model results indicated that changes in
Ts relative to Ta were affected by changes in densities of surface 
vegetation and litter, so that the relationship between increases in Ts 
and Ta during climate change will depend on changes in surface cover.

Smaller increases in Ts relative to Ta (Figure 8e) slowed increases in surface 
evaporation [D6] by reducing soil‐air vapor pressure gradients from smaller 
increases in eso relative to ea, and also by increasing ra from greater near‐
surface atmospheric stability [B3b] (Figure 8b). This modeled response of soil
evaporation to long‐term +Ta + Ca + P contrasted with that to short‐term 
increases in Ts from artificial soil heating when increased soil‐air vapor 
pressure gradients and reduced ra drove more rapid evaporation (Figure 3b). 



These contrasting responses of evaporation contributed to gradual increases 
in θ modeled with long‐term +Ta + Ca + P and to decreases in θ modeled 
with artificial soil heating (Figure 2c). These decreases were consistent with 
ones of 10–20% observed in experiments with soil heating cables (e.g., Hicks
Pries et al., 2017; Kamp et al., 1998; Melillo et al., 2017) and with decreases 
in a meta‐analysis of soil warming experiments by Lu et al. (2013).

Climate change therefore caused water tables in the modeled polygonal 
tundra to rise (Figure 11) and soils to become wetter if the external WTD 
remained unchanged. This model projection contrasts with that of Lawrence 
et al. (2015) in which significant soil drying was simulated across the current 
permafrost zone under the RCP 8.5 emissions scenario. In both projections P 
rose more than ET, but Lawrence et al. (2015) modeled increases in drainage
following permafrost thaw. However, drainage in their study was driven by 
an average increase in Ts of 7 °C at 1 m depth by 2100 across the current 
permafrost zone, which was greater than increases in MATs of 2.5–3.2 °C at 1
m modeled here after 70 years with +Ta + Ca + P at BEO. Increased drainage
was not modeled in this study if the external WTD was assumed to remain 
unchanged, but could be simulated by resetting the external WTD to larger 
values as model runs progressed (Figure 11). Such increases might represent
changes in larger‐scale hydrological processes that would reduce the amount
of water available to maintain water tables in the costal polygonal tundra.

6.2 Active Layer Depth and Climate Change

Increases in ALD corresponding to those modeled with +Ta + Ca + P (Figures 
9b and 9c) have been widely observed under climate warming already in 
progress (Luo et al., 2016) and modeled under climate change scenarios 
similar to that in this study. Mekonnen, Grant, and Schwalm (2018) 
simulated increases in ALD of 2.3 ± 2.0 cm per decade from 1980 to 2010 
across the North American Arctic using ecosys with the North American 
Regional Reanalysis meteorological data set. Determining the rate of this 
increase with long‐term (decadal to centennial) change in climate was 
complicated by variability in ALD caused by short‐term (interannual) changes
in weather. Above‐average MATa and P from 2009 to 2015 caused increases 
in modeled ALD (Figure 6) that were similar to one of ca. 2 cm/year 
measured over the same period at a moist acidic tundra site south of BEO by
Mauritz et al. (2017). These increases indicated a comparatively rapid 
response of ALD to short‐term natural warming and wetting which was 
readily reversed by a subsequent return to historically average weather, as 
more fully described in Grant, Mekonnen, Riley, Wainwright, et al. (2017).

The long‐term increase in ALD modeled here was smaller than that modeled 
by Harp et al. (2016) who projected an increase in ALD at BEO from ca. 0.3 m
in 2006 to nearly 0.9 m by 2100 under RCP8.5 climate change. However, 
carbon cycling processes driving vegetation change were not represented in 
their model. The increase in ALD modeled here was also smaller than that in 
Koven et al. (2011) who projected that ALD in the north slope region of 



Alaska would increase beyond 1.2 m by 2100 with SRES A2, driven by rises 
in mean high‐latitude surface Ts of ca. 8 °C.

The smaller increases in ALD modeled here were driven by increases in Ts 
that were smaller than those in Ta. In the baseline run, surface MATs was 8.0 
°C higher than MATa, largely due to thermal insulation by snowpacks and 
surface litter. This increase was in the upper range of those derived by Koven
et al. (2013) in a meta‐analysis of the response of land surface models to 
high latitude warming, but was consistent with an increase derived from 
observations by Koven et al. (2013) of 6.2 °C. However, briefer snowpacks 
and greater canopy LAI caused the surface MATs to decline from 8.0 to 5.4 °C
higher than MATa over 70 years of +Ta + Ca + P. Consequently, rises in Ts 
projected under climate change in this study remained lower than those 
projected in others (e.g., Lawrence et al., 2015), causing slower long‐term 
increases in ALD.

The increase in spatially averaged ALD modeled with +Ta + Ca + P in our 
study was 22.4 cm with an increase in MATa of 6.16 °C after 70 years, giving 
a ΔALD:ΔMATa ratio of 3.6 cm per degree Celsius. This ratio was among the 
lowest of those from the land surface models included in the meta‐analysis 
by Koven et al. (2013) of the response of land surface models to high latitude
warming. However, Koven et al. concluded that ΔALD:ΔMATa ratios in most of
these models were greater that those derived from observations of 3 cm per 
degree Celsius, close to that modeled here. The ΔALD:ΔMATa ratios modeled 
with +Ta + Ca + P in this study were even lower if soil wetting and its effects 
on ALD (Grant, Mekonnen, Riley, Arora, et al., 2017) were reduced by 
excluding increases in P (Figure 10), or by altering boundary conditions to 
increase drainage with +Ta + Ca + P + 1 or +2 (Figure 12).

The smaller increase in ALD with climate change modeled in this study 
compared to those in previous studies was attributed in part to increasing 
sedge and moss LAI (Table 5) which reduced soil Rn, G, and hence soil 
warming (Figure 8). The increases in LAI of sedge relative to moss modeled 
in this study were consistent with findings by Elmendorf et al. (2012) and M. 
D. Walker et al. (2006) from meta‐analyses of observations from artificial 
warming experiments across the arctic in which warming increased height 
and cover of deciduous shrubs and graminoids and decreased cover of 
mosses and lichens. The effects of greater vegetation cover on slowing 
increases of ALD modeled with +Ta + Ca + P in this study were consistent 
with observations from a meta‐analysis by D. A. Walker et al. (2003) that 
taller, denser plant canopies and thicker organic horizons in warmer climates
counter the effects of increased Ta on ALD.

The smaller increase in ALD modeled here may also be attributed to detailed 
representations of heat transfer processes through snowpacks, and through 
surface litter and organic surface layers with low bulk densities and large ice‐
filled porosities (e.g., Figure 5), indicated by Schaefer et al. (2014) as 
processes needing improved representation in models used to project 



permafrost degradation with climate change. These heat transfer processes 
constrained modeled G to values consistent with measurements (e.g., Figure
4b) indicating realistic rates of soil warming and cooling under specified 
changes in surface boundary conditions. Projections of climate change 
impacts on Arctic hydrology must therefore account for effects on heat 
transfers of vegetative growth and ground surface characteristics.

The effects of vegetative growth on ALD modeled here were influenced by 
the low stature of the nonwoody PFTs included in the simulation. These 
effects may have been different had taller woody PFTs been included that 
protruded through the snowpack, thereby altering albedo. In a fully coupled 
model run, Lawrence and Swenson (2011) simulated increases in ALD of ca. 
10 cm with a 20% increase in shrub cover from increased Ta caused by 
reduced winter albedo. In ecosys runs including woody shrubs (e.g., 
Mekonnen, Riley, & Grant, 2018), most of the increase in ecosystem Rn 
modeled with reduced winter albedo is dissipated as H which, in a fully 
coupled run could raise Ta and hence increase heat advection that could 
increase ALD slightly from that modeled here. However, these increases 
would be offset by reduced Rn modeled at snow and soil surfaces from 
increased shading by shrubs.

A methodology for linking ecosys to large‐scale databases of weather, soils, 
PFTs, and land uses has been developed with early results appearing in 
Mekonnen, Grant, and Schwalm (2018) and Mekonnen, Riley, and Grant 
(2018). A key advance in this methodology will be the incorporation of 
representative topographic characteristics such as polygons into these 
databases, enabling the large‐scale modeling of topographic effects on ALD 
and ecosystem productivity.

7 Summary

1. RCP 8.5 climate change from 2015 to 2085 altered energy exchange 
by increasing LAI of dominant sedge relative to that of moss.

2. Increased Ca and sedge LAI imposed greater stomatal control of 
transpiration and reduced soil heat fluxes, slowing soil warming, 
limiting increases in ET, and thereby causing gradual soil wetting.

3. Consequently, increases in soil surface temperatures of 2.4–4.7 °C and 
active layer depths of 21–24 cm above current values were modeled 
after 70 years. These increases varied with elevation within the 
polygonal landscape.

4. ALD increase was slowed if model boundary conditions were altered to 
improve landscape drainage.

5. Accounting for climate change effects on vegetation density and 
composition, and consequent effects on surface energy budgets, will 
cause slower increases in soil temperatures and active layer depths to 
be modeled during climate change simulations.
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